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Orca makes
great nonfiction!
Our ever popular Footprints series is back with
A Fair Deal: Shopping For Social Justice (page 39).
And the latest addition to our Origins series is
Chinese New Year: A Celebration for Everyone
(page 41). For a slightly younger crowd, we are
pleased to be releasing the second of four picture
books from Ian McAllister and Nicholas Read
aimed at readers 5 to 8. These books feature Ian’s
amazing photography and the story of individual
animals that live in the Great Bear Rainforest
(page 11).

Highlights

Fall 2017
So Many
Board Books!

A picture tells a thousand words…take a peek
at our latest picture books on pages 7 to 16.

These adorable new board books are
sure to catch the attention of babies and
toddlers! See pages 2 to 6

Rapid Reads

We have world-class fiction for teens, with
authors Lesley Choyce, Darren Groth, Alison
Hughes and Eric Walters on pages 24 to 31.

Sometimes a quick, easy read is just what you need.
Experience the great storytelling of:
William Kowalski
Melodie Campbell
Gail Anderson-Dargatz
John Lawrence Reynolds
Vicki Delany
and many more
See pages 53 to 55.

Remember customer service?
We do too! At Orca, a real live person
always answers the phone.
Got questions? Give us a call.

1-800-210-5277

Find us online!

the orca blog
orcabook.com/blog

Board Books
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion

September 5, 2017

9781459813151
$9.95 bb
7 x 7 24 pages
9781459813168 pdf
9781459813175 epub
ages 0–3

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

One Red Button
Marthe Jocelyn
Can you catch the one little button rolling away?

O

ne red button falls off a coat and becomes the cherry on an ice-cream cone, the wheel on
a fire truck, the jewel in a necklace, and many other round surprises.
Illustrated using Marthe Jocelyn’s delightful paper collage, One Red Button is a search-and-find
adventure for little ones. This wordless board book will encourage the youngest readers to see
the assortment of shapes and colors that decorate their own growing worlds.
Marthe Jocelyn is the award-winning author and illustrator of over thirty-five books for babies,
kids and teens. Her illustrated books have been shortlisted for both the Governor General’s
Literary Award and the Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award. In 2009 she was the recipient of the
prestigious Vicky Metcalf Award for her body of work. One Red Button and One Piece of String
are the result of her lifelong obsession with scraps, and her delight in surprising the reader with
unexpected details. Originally from Toronto, Marthe settled in Stratford, Ontario, after a thirtyyear stretch in New York. For more information, visit www.marthejocelyn.com.
Keywords: shape primer, search-and-find, concepts, collage, early learning, imagination, play
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Board Books
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available…with strings
attached
• Blog and social media
promotion

September 5, 2017

9781459813182
$9.95 bb
7 x 7 24 pages
9781459813199 pdf
9781459813205 epub
ages 0–3

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

One Piece of String
Marthe Jocelyn
Can you follow one strand of string through this knotty book?

O

ne piece of string comes untied from a parcel and changes into a spider’s web, a ropey updo,
a layer of snow on a birdhouse roof, and other surprises.
Illustrated using Marthe Jocelyn’s delightful paper collage, this wordless board book invites
little ones to follow along and discover that each spread is made up of one single piece of string!
This is a book that will inspire the youngest readers to see their own expanding worlds as a
collection of interconnected shapes and colors.
Marthe Jocelyn is the award-winning author and illustrator of over thirty-five books for babies,
kids and teens. Her illustrated books have been shortlisted for both the Governor General’s
Literary Award and the Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award. In 2009 she was the recipient of the
prestigious Vicky Metcalf Award for her body of work. One Piece of String and One Red Button
are the result of her lifelong obsession with scraps, and her delight in surprising the reader with
unexpected details. Originally from Toronto, Marthe settled in Stratford, Ontario, after a thirtyyear stretch in New York. For more information, visit www.marthejocelyn.com.
Keywords: search-and-find, shape primer, early learning, concepts, shapes, imagination, play
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Board Books
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion

September 12, 2017

9781459810730
$9.95 bb
7 x 7 26 pages
9781459810747 pdf
9781459810754 epub
ages 0–3

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

Bedtime 123

also by
eric walters

Eric Walters

Illustrated by Josée Bisaillon

The stars come out, cubs snuggle, kittens nestle,
and chicks cuddle as all the babies go to sleep.

An African Alphabet
9781459810709 $9.95 bb
9781459810716 pdf
9781459810723 epub
ages 0-3

·

L

ull your little one to sleep while counting the animals also nestling in for the night. Count the
stars coming out, fox cubs snuggling, puppies piling and chicks cuddling as baby rocks gently to
sleep. In this gorgeously illustrated board book from bestselling author Eric Walters and awardwinning illustrator Josée Bisaillon.
Recently named a member of the Order of Canada, Eric Walters began writing in 1993 as a
way to get his grade-five students interested in reading and writing. Eric has published almost a
hundred novels and picture books. He is a tireless presenter, speaking to over 100,000 students
per year in schools across the country. He lives in Guelph, Ontario. For more information, visit
www.ericwalters.net.

As a child, Josée Bisaillon loved drawing cats and houses. That passion followed her into
adulthood, and she fell in love with the process of illustrating stories. Josée has illustrated
more than twenty-five children's books, created numerous editorial illustrations for magazines
and newspapers and has been shortlisted for the Governor General’s Literary Award twice.
Bedtime 123 is Josée’s first board book. She lives outside of Montreal, Quebec, with her spouse,
their three children, one hairless cat and many, many paper characters. For more information, visit
www.joseebisaillon.com.
Keywords: counting primer, bedtime, babies, farm animals, forest animals, natural world
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Board Books
marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences

November 2017
9781771084635
$14.95 bb

·

7 x 7 26 pages
ages 1–3
nimbus

Atlantic Animal ABC
Angela K. Doak
A great teaching tool for introducing baby
to alphabet and animals all at once.

F

rom Atlantic puffin to zooplankton, with lots of wild Atlantic Canadiana in between, Atlantic
Animal ABC is the perfect introduction for young ones to the region’s wildlife. With vibrant
paper collage illustrations, Angela K. Doak’s whimsical animal interpretations are a great teaching
tool for introducing baby to alphabet and animals all at once, and leaving lots of room for play!

Angela K. Doak is a collage artist and illustrator. All of the images in Atlantic Animal ABC were
made with various odds and ends she has found and incorporated into beautiful images of local
wildlife.
Keywords: animals, Atlantic Canada, board books, illustration
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Board Books

Creatures of the
Land and Sky
Caroll Simpson
Experience the imaginative world of animals.

C

reatures of the Land and Sky is a colorful board book
inspired by the wildlife, natural environment and
traditional cultures of the west coast of British Columbia
and the Pacific Northwest. The book introduces toddlers and
preschoolers to the real and mythical creatures of this region
through the imaginative eye of children’s author and illustrator
Caroll Simpson. Featuring over twenty vivid images of birds,
insects and mammals, and their supernatural counterparts,
this book will enchant young children and instill a natural
curiosity about the world around them.

Caroll Simpson is an author and illustrator who takes
inspiration from the art, mythology and environment of
the Pacific Northwest Coast. Creatures of the Land and Sky
features creatures from her popular Coastal Spirit Tales series,
which includes Brothers of the Wolf, The First Mosquito and The
First Beaver.

Creatures of the Sea
Caroll Simpson
Discover the watery world of sea creatures.

C

reatures of the Sea is a colorful board book inspired by
the marine environment and traditional cultures of the
west coast of British Columbia and the Pacific Northwest.
The book introduces toddlers and preschoolers to the real
and mythical sea creatures of this region through the imaginative eye of children’s author and illustrator Caroll Simpson.
Featuring over twenty stunning images of fish, invertebrates,
whales and dolphins, and their supernatural counterparts, this
book will enchant young children and instill a natural curiosity
about the watery world around them.

Caroll Simpson is an author and illustrator who takes
inspiration from the art, mythology and environment of the
Pacific Northwest Coast. Creatures of the Sea features creatures from her popular Coastal Spirit Tales series, which
includes Whale Child and The Salmon Twins.
Keywords: animals, fish, whales, otters, marine mammals,
mythical creatures, Native myths, Pacific Northwest

Keywords: animals, mammals, birds, insects, mythical
creatures, Native myths, Pacific Northwest

September 2017
9781772032000
$12.95 bb
6.5 x 6.5 28 pages
ages 1–3

·

heritage house
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marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

September 2017
9781772032017
$12.95 bb
6.5 x 6.5 28 pages
ages 1–3

·

heritage house

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

Picture Books
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion

October 31, 2017

9781459814479
$19.95 hc
9 x 9 28 pages
9781459814486 pdf
9781459814493 epub
ages 4–8

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

You Hold Me Up
Monique Gray Smith

also by
monique gray smith

Illustrated by Danielle Daniel

OVER
15,000
copies
sold!

You hold me up. I hold you up. We hold each other up.

T

his vibrant picture book, beautifully illustrated by celebrated artist Danielle Daniel,
encourages children to show love and support for each other in their everyday actions.
Consultant, international speaker and award-winning author Monique Gray Smith wrote You
Hold Me Up to prompt a dialogue among young people, their care providers and educators about
reconciliation and the importance of the connections children make with their friends, classmates and families. This is a foundational book about building relationships, fostering empathy and
encouraging respect between peers, starting with our littlest people.
Monique Gray Smith is a mixed-heritage woman of Cree, Lakota and Scottish ancestry.
Her life’s work has focused on fostering paradigm shifts that emphasize the resilience and strength
of Indigenous people. Monique is the author of the bestselling My Heart Fills With Happiness, a
ccbc Best Books for Kids and Teens (2016). Monique and her family live on Lekwungen territory
in Victoria, British Columbia. For more information, visit www.littledrum.ca.

My Heart Fills With
Happiness
9781459809574 $9.95 bb
9781459809581 pdf
9781459809598 epub
ages 0–3

·

Danielle Daniel is the author and illustrator of Sometimes I Feel Like a Fox, a finalist for
the First Nation Community Reads Award, the Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award, the Blue
Spruce Award and a New York Public Library’s Most Notable Books of 2015. Danielle is currently
working on a novel and completing an mfa in creative writing through the University of British
Columbia. She writes and paints in Sudbury, Ontario.
Keywords: reconciliation, support, respect, empathy, Indigenous, peers, relationships, family,
emotional literacy, understanding

www.orcabook.com
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Picture Books
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion

August 29, 2017

9781459815650
$19.95 hc
9 x 9 32 pages
9781459815667 pdf
9781459815674 epub
ages 5–8

·

english rights available
(ex – North America)

My Wounded Island
Jacques Pasquet
Illustrated by Marion Arbona

Will our people disappear when our island does?

T

here’s an invisible creature in the waves around Sarichef. It is altering the lives of the Iñupiat
people who call the island home. A young girl and her family are forced to move to the
center of the island for refuge from the rising sea level. Soon the entire village will have to
relocate to the mainland. Heartbroken, the young girl and her grandfather worry: what else will
be lost when they are forced to abandon their homes and their community?
Addressing the topic of climate refugees, My Wounded Island is based on the challenges faced by
the Iñupiat people who live on the small islands north of the Bering Strait near the Arctic Circle.
Passionate about memories, Jacques Pasquet is a writer and storyteller. He lived among the
Inuit people for more than a decade and shared their hopes and fears. Now that his busy career
as a professor is behind him, he splits his time between writing and visiting schools. Jacques is the
author of nearly twenty books for children in Quebec and France. He lives in Montreal, Quebec.
For more information, visit www.jacquespasquet.com.
Marion Arbona was born in France. After obtaining her diploma in animation at the École
nationale supérieure des Arts Décoratifs in Paris, she moved to Quebec. She devotes her life to
illustration, painting and animation. In constant evolution, she explores new techniques such as
scratchboard, pastel and transparency, which she combines with her favourite media: gouache, ink
and image retouching. For more information, visit www.marionarbona.com.
Keywords: climate change, environment, island, relocation, Inuit, Alaska, sea level, Arctic, legends,
myths, climate refugee
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Picture Books
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion

October 31, 2017

9781459811980
$19.95 hc
8.75 x 10.75 32 pages
9781459811997 pdf
9781459812000 epub
ages 4–8

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

First Times
Charles Ghigna

also by
charles ghigna

Illustrated by Lori Joy Smith

A foray into the first adventures of childhood.

E

xperience the adorable first adventures of childhood with this picture book from bestselling
author Charles Ghigna and celebrated illustrator Lori Joy Smith. From the first slip down
a slide to the first time picking out a book to read, this rollicking narrative takes readers on a
journey of discovery into the memorable firsts in a child’s world. A story that will be enjoyed by
the whole family, from the youngest, eager to experience their own adventures, to the oldest, so
proud to watch them grow.
Charles Ghigna, or Father Goose®, lives in a treehouse in the middle of Alabama. He is the
author of more than 100 award-winning books. He served as poet-in-residence and chair of
creative writing at the Alabama School of Fine Arts and as a nationally syndicated feature writer
for Tribune Media Services. Charles is a proud grandfather who celebrates all of his grandbabies’
accomplishments. For more information, visit www.FatherGoose.com.

A Carnival of Cats

·

9781459806863 $9.95 bb
9781459806887 pdf
9781459806870 epub
ages 0–3

Lori Joy Smith is an artist and illustrator with many picture books to her credit. She’s also
illustrated for magazines, including Chirp, and for beloved children’s entertainers Bobs & Lolo. She
currently lives in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, with her family. For more information, visit
www.lorijoysmith.com.
Keywords: experience, activity, childhood, risk taking, family, siblings

A Parade of Puppies

·

9781459809635 $9.95 bb
9781459809642 pdf
9781459809659 epub
ages 0–3

www.orcabook.com
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Picture Books
marketing & promo

New in k!
ac
Paperb

• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion

October 10, 2017

9781459816404
$10.95 pb with flaps
8.25 x 10.5 32 pages
9781554690640 pdf
9781459806399 epub
ages 4–8

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

Silas’ Seven Grandparents
Anita Horrocks

Illustrated by Helen Flook

Each of Silas’ seven grandparents has something special to offer.
“The cast of
characters is subtly
multicultural but
their ethnic diversity
is presented in a
matter-of-fact way.
This is a positive story
about love and family
to share one-on-one
with grandparents,
no matter how many
there are.”
—School Library Journal
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M

ost of the time, Silas loves having seven grandparents. Each of them has something unique
and valuable to offer. They take him to amusement parks, museums, dog shows and camping.
But when Silas’ parents go away on a business trip, all seven grandparents invite Silas to stay with
them. One Silas can’t be with seven different grandparents at the same time! How can he choose
one without hurting the others’ feelings?
Silas’ Seven Grandparents is a fun and loving story about having multiple sets of grandparents
and stepgrandparents as a result of divorce and remarriage. Silas’ grandparents enjoy exposing
him to a variety of interests, values and cultures. But problems arise when Silas feels he can’t be
everywhere at once. In the end, it’s Silas’ sensitive, inclusive nature that brings everyone together.

Anita Horrocks has published several award-winning books for young readers. She is one of
seven grandparents who love to spoil her two granddaughters. Anita lives in Lethbridge, Alberta,
where she divides her time between working part-time at the library, traveling, hiking, cycling,
walking, writing, reading, quilting, baking and doing other grandma things.
Helen Flook was born and grew up in the beautiful countryside of Wales. She has a degree in
graphic design from the Norwich School of Art. Helen has illustrated numerous children’s books,
including many Orca picture books and early chapter books in the Orca Echoes series. She lives
and works in Abergwyngregyn, a village in Wales.
Keywords: family, multigenerational, extended family, blended family, grandchildren, grandparents,
diversity, babysitter, activity

Picture Books
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion
• More information available
at www.greatbearbooks.com

August 22, 2017

9781459812703
$19.95 hc
10.75 x 8.75 32 pages
9781459812710 pdf
9781459812727 epub
ages 5–8

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

A Bear’s Life
Ian McAllister & Nicholas Read
There are so many things for bear cubs to
learn about in the Great Bear Rainforest.

also in the

B

lack bears, grizzly bears, and spirit bears all make their home in the Great Bear Rainforest.
A Bear's Life uses Ian McAllister's stunning photography to follow these beautiful animals
through a year in the British Columbia wilderness—catching fish, eating berries, climbing trees
and taking long naps.
The second in the My Great Bear Rainforest series.

my Great Bear
rainforest
series

Ian McAllister is an award-winning photographer and author of numerous books, including
Wolf Island, The Salmon Bears, The Sea Wolves and The Great Bear Sea (all with Nicholas Read). He
is the founding director of Pacific Wild, a Canadian nonprofit wildlife conservation group. Ian’s
photo of a sea wolf was among National Geographic’s top pictures of 2015. He and his wife, Karen,
were named “environmental leaders of the 21st century” by Time magazine for their efforts to
protect British Columbia’s endangered rainforest. He lives with his family on an island in the heart
of the Great Bear Rainforest. For more information, visit www.pacificwild.org.
Nicholas Read is a journalism instructor at Langara College in Vancouver, British Columbia. He
collaborated with Ian McAllister on Wolf Island, The Salmon Bears, The Sea Wolves and The Great
Bear Sea and wrote City Critters, about urban wildlife. He lives in Vancouver, British Columbia.
Keywords: black bears, spirit bears, grizzly bears, Great Bear Rainforest, Indigenous people,
salmon, berries, ocean

The forest has everything bears need to live

Adult bears are perfectly at home in the

a full, rich life, but it takes a long time for cubs to learn

rainforest. They know that in spring there will

everything they need to know.

be fresh green shoots everywhere. More than two

Wolf Island

·

9781459812642 $19.95 hc
9781459812659 pdf
9781459812666 epub
ages 5–8

hundred kinds of plants grow in the rainforest, and
bears enjoy many of them.

After male grizzlies leave

their mothers, they live their

whole lives alone. Females will continue to have cubs, but
once males have mated, they have nothing to do with their
young. They aren’t social animals like people. They prefer to
be by themselves.

www.orcabook.com
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Picture Books

Stolen Words

Pikiq

Melanie Florence

Written and Illustrated by Yayo

Illustrated by Garbrielle Grimard

A little girl and her grandfather
rediscover the Cree language together.

T

he story of the beautiful relationship between a girl and
her grandfather. When she asks her grandfather how
to say something in his language, Cree, he admits that his
language was stolen from him when he was a boy. The little girl
then sets out to help her grandfather find his language again.
This sensitive, beautifully illustrated picture book explores
the intergenerational impact of Canada’s residential school
system, which separated young Indigenous children from their
families.

The world is his canvas.

I

n the far, far north, Pikiq finds paint, paintbrushes and a
book with pictures of tropical animals and faraway places,
abandoned in the deep snow. Inspired, he draws fantastic creatures everywhere, and color bursts onto the white landscape.

Yayo is the author and illustrator of many children’s books,
including Night Sky, Wheel Ride and If I Had a Million Onions
for Tradewind Books. His illustrations have won many awards,
including the Mr. Christie’s Book Award. He lives in Montreal,
Quebec.
Keywords: far north, snow, creativity, imagination, snow,
color

Melanie Florence is a Cree/Scottish writer based in
Toronto, Ontario. Her picture book Stolen Words was one of the
winners in the inaugural Second Story Press Aboriginal Writing
Contest. For more information, visit www.melanieflorence.com.
Gabrielle Grimard is an illustrator from Montreal, Quebec,
who mainly uses watercolors, gouache and oil. She loves to
translate through drawing the world in which she wants to
live. For more information, visit www.gabriellegrimard.com.
Keywords: residential schools, boarding schools, Indigenous,
Aboriginal, prejudice and racism, family, grandfather, Cree

September 2017
9781772600377
$17.95 hc
8.5 x 8.5 24 pages

·

ages 5–9
second story press
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marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

September 2017
9781926890050
$16.95 hc
11.25 x 9 32 pages
ages 3–7

·

tradewind

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

Picture Books

Be a Night Detective
Peggy Kochanoff

The Land
Beyond the Wall

A great book to learn about night wildlife.

Veronika Martenova Charles

F

rom the author of Silver Birch-nominated Be a Wilderness
Detective and Hackmatack-nominated Be a Beach Detective
comes a new adventure full of fascinating facts. From tiny
cicadas in the grass to skunks digging holes in your backyard
to the northern lights dancing in the sky, Kochanoff shines
a light on the nightlife of Atlantic Canada’s night creatures.
Featuring a glossary, identification page and resources for
further research, Be a Night Detective is the perfect book for
night owls of any age.

Peggy Kochanoff graduated from Cornell University with
a degree in vertebrate zoology and spent a summer working
at the Central Park Zoo in New York City. She is the author
and illustrator of several books for children, including Be a
Pond Detective, Be a Beach Detective, and Be a Wilderness
Detective.
Keywords: animals, Atlantic Canada, illustration, exploration,
night

Emma discovers her voice through art.

E

mma lives on the gray, lonely side of a wall, unable to go to
the beautiful other side. After Emma’s parents disappear,
she is sent to live with her aunt Lily, who does not approve of
Emma’s dream of becoming an artist. Everything changes when
a strange boat captain arrives, and Emma leaves her world
behind. Following Emma’s arrival at Halifax’s Pier 21 and the
discovery of her voice through art, The Land Beyond the Wall
is a beautiful allegory that uses magical realism to confront
the hard realities of immigration and the universal struggle of
finding one’s voice and one’s place in the world.
Veronika Martenova Charles is reflected in the character of Emma, having grown up in Prague, Czechoslovakia,
and having had her own dreams of becoming an artist dashed
by her grandmother. After coming to Canada, she became
an award-winning author and illustrator, and she is currently
researching the future of children’s storytelling in her doctoral
studies. For more information, visit www.veronikacharles.com.
Keywords: immigration, Pier 21, Iron Curtain, magic,
adventure

November 2017
9781771084642
$14.95 pb
8 x 8.75 56 pages
ages 4–8

·

nimbus

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

December 2017

9781771084659
$22.95 hc
8.25 x 10.5 32 pages
ages 4–9

·

nimbus

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

www.orcabook.com
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Picture Books

The Gathering
Theresa Meuse

Illustrated by Leonard Paul

Whispers of Mermaids
and Wonderful Things
Atlantic Canadian Poetry
and Verse for Children
Sheree Fitch and Anne Hunt

Alex’s Mi’kmaw culture helps her find her voice.

A

lex is attending her first Mi’kmaw spiritual gathering, or
mawiomi. Meeting Elders along the way, they learn about
traditional Mi’kmaw culture: the sacred fire, drumming, tanning
and moccasin decorating, and basket and canoe making. Most
important, Alex finds her voice in the talking circle.
With contemporary illustrations by renowned artist
Leonard Paul, The Gathering is an inclusive story that will
educate and entertain Indigenous and non-Indigenous readers
alike.

F

rom celebrated children’s poet and author Sheree Fitch
and early childhood educator and researcher Anne Hunt
comes this illustrated compendium of Atlantic Canadian
poetry and verse for young readers. From Milton Acorn to
Kathleen Winter, over 100 poems from the region’s best
are sure to delight educators, parents and young readers
everywhere.

Born and raised in the Bear River First Nation community,
Theresa Meuse is a First Nations educator and advisor. She
is the author of The Sharing Circle and L’nu’k and has contributed to the Mi’kmaq Anthology and the book L’sitkuk: The Story
of the Bear River Mi’kmaw Community. Theresa lives in Elmsdale,
Nova Scotia. For more information, visit www.sharingculture.ca.

Sheree Fitch has won numerous awards and received three
honorary degrees. She is working to open her own book
store in River John, Nova Scotia. For more information, visit
www.shereefitch.com.

Known internationally for his detailed portrayals of nature,
Leonard Paul, a Mi’kmaw artist, was born in Nova Scotia. For
more information, visit www.leonardpaul.com.

Anne Hunt’s passion for childhood education has led her in
various directions, from writing and implementing curricular
programs to editing children’s poetry anthologies.

Keywords: Mi’kmaw, Pow Wow, tradition, culture, spirituality

Keywords: poetry, children’s poetry, poetry anthology,
Atlantic Canada

December 2017
9781771084666
$22.95 hc
8 x 8 32 pages
ages 4–7

·

nimbus
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Atlantic Canada’s best poetry for young readers.

www.orcabook.com

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

December 2017

9781771084710
$29.95 hc
6.5 x 8.75 160 pages
ages 5–12

·

nimbus

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

Picture Books

If You Could Wear My
Sneakers

The Water Walker
Joanne Robertson

Sheree Fitch

Our grandmothers walk to protect
our water and to protect all of us.

Illustrated by Darcia Labrosse

The twentieth-anniversary edition of the
award-winning classic about children’s rights.

A

Sheree Fitch classic, the Silver Birch- and Hackmatack
Award-winning picture book about children’s rights,
If You Could Wear My Sneakers, is now available for a new
generation of young readers. Paired with timeless illustrations,
the series of humorous poems interprets fifteen of the fiftyfour articles of the United Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child.

Sheree Fitch is a child at heart who wants to see all children offered equal opportunities. She has won awards for her
poetry and children’s stories and continues to write while
working to open her own bookstore. For more information,
visit www.shereefitch.com.
Darcia Labrosse has published more than forty books
for children. She has won several literary awards, including
the Governor General’s and the International White Raven
Literary Award from the German Jugendbibliotek in Munich.
She lives happily in the Gatineau Hills, Quebec, with her
husband.

T

he determined story of an Ojibwe grandmother (nokomis),
Josephine Mandamin, and her great love for nibi (water).
Nokomis walks to raise awareness of our need to protect nibi
for future generations and for all life on the planet. She, along
with other women, men and youth, has walked around all the
Great Lakes from the four salt waters, or oceans, to Lake
Superior. The walks are full of challenges, and by her example
she challenges us all to take up our responsibility to protect
our water, the giver of life, and to protect our planet for all
generations.
Joanne Robertson is AnishinaabeKwe and a member of
Atikameksheng Anishnawbek in Ontario. She continues to
help water walkers through live gps spotting to make sure
they are safe on their journeys.
Keywords: water protection, environmentalist, Indigenous
rights, grandmothers, activism, Great Lakes, Ojibwe

Keywords: children’s rights, children’s books, un Convention
on the Rights of the Child, picture books

December 2017
9781771084697
$22.95 hc
8.5 x 11 32 pages
ages 4–8

·

nimbus

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

September 2017
9781772600384
$16.95 hc
7 x 8.5 36 pages

·

ages 7–10

second story press

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences
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September 2017
9781772031676
$22.95 hc
8 x 10 64 pages
ages 8–11

·

heritage house

Explore the Wild Coast
with Sam and Crystal
Gloria Snively

Illustrated by Karen Gillmore

A fun, fact-filled and beautifully illustrated coastal adventure.

J

oin eleven-year-old Crystal and her seven-year-old brother, Sam, as they travel by boat along
the rugged Pacific coastline to visit their aunt Kate, a marine biologist, and uncle Charlie, a
retired fisherman, at their home in a sheltered inlet called Eagle Cove. As Aunt Kate takes the
children for walks along the beach and teaches them about marine life, tidal zones and habitats,
they meet a dazzling range of sea creatures and learn the importance of observing, respecting and
preserving nature. Colorful, engaging and educational, Explore the Wild Coast with Sam and Crystal
is both a delightful story and an indispensable learning tool.

Gloria Snively is a professor and former classroom teacher who loves to teach kids about the
stunning seashores of the west coast through fun, educational stories. She lives in Sooke, British
Columbia.
Karen Gillmore has been an artist since she could hold crayons. In addition to being a children’s book illustrator, she also draws and writes comics and illustrates graphic novels. She lives
in Victoria, British Columbia. For more information, visit www.karengillmoreart.com.
Keywords: west coast, Pacific Northwest, seashore, coast, coastline, tides, tidal pools, orcas,
whales, sea lions, dolphins, puffins, sea otter, bald eagle, shorebirds
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A refugee family’s flight to
freedom, uniquely illustr ated.

9781459814905 • $20.00 hardcover

In Arabic and
English

Named to
Kirkus Reviews’
Best Books of
2016

“An astonishing book that allows the humanity
of refugees to speak louder than politics and
introduces readers to one of Syria’s incredible
artists.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review

Award-winning children’s book author,
margriet ruurs was inspired to write
Stepping Stones after she stumbled across
the amazing stonework of Nizar Ali Badr
on the Internet. She saw the opportunity
to both raise funds to help Syrianrefugees
and bring Mr. Badr’s work to a wider
audience.

“It’s exquisite! One can only pray that its message
will spread and make the difference we need.”
—Mem Fox, Award-winning and internationally
bestselling children’s book author.

Nizar Ali Badr was born and still
resides in Latakia, Syria. He collects
stones for his evocative artwork along
the beach near his home. Nizar has
never left his hometown or country,
though in his heart he accompanies the
many Syrians who have been forced to
flee because of ongoing violence.

Partial proceeds from every book sold will be donated to
resettlement agencies. In addition, the author will be
donating her royalties to help settle more refugees.
www.steppingstonesthebook.com

Lark and the
Diamond Caper

The best books for your
emerging readers

Natasha Deen

Illustrated by Marcus Cutler

Who made the diamonds disappear?

R

ookie detectives Lark and Connor Ba are back on the case!
When a pair of diamond earrings goes missing from the
neighborhood general store, Lark and Connor just happen to
be in the right place at the right time. Carefully mining the adults
for clues, the twin sleuths work together to solve the mystery.
Lark and the Diamond Caper is the second title in the Lark
Ba Detective series, following Lark Holds the Key.

s with themes such
• Engaging early chapter book
ship and adventure.
as humor, imagination, friend
• For ages 7 to 9
erior illustrations
• Each book includes B&W int
s
• Accelerated reader selection
• Lexile levels available
des online
• Free individual teacher’s gui

Award-winning author Natasha Deen moved to Canada as a
child to escape the racial and political violence of Guyana, South
America, and she has called many places home, including Ontario,
British Columbia and New York. Her books include Burned, from
Orca’s Retribution series, Sleight of Hand and Across the Floor.
Natasha lives in Edmonton, Alberta. For more information, visit
www.natashadeen.com. Follow her on Twitter @natasha_deen.
Keywords: caper, sleuth, mystery, detective, private eye,
twins, siblings, dyslexia, magic

September 19, 2017
9781459814004
$6.95 pb
5.25 x 7.625 96 pages
9781459814011 pdf
9781459814028 epub
ages 7–9

·

“Short chapters...with accessible text provide
a useful bridge between controlled vocabulary
readers and longer chapter books as well as
an effective read aloud opportunity.”
—The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing & promo
• Print and online
advertising campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion

Orca Echoes

Bats in Trouble

Black Gold

Pamela McDowell

Sara Cassidy

Illustrated by Kasia Charko

Illustrated by Helen Flook

What’s killing the bats?

Black is the new gold.

C

ricket McKay and her best friend, Shilo, are enjoying the
last few weeks of summer vacation when they discover
that something is killing bats around Grandpa McKay’s farm.
Could the new wind turbines be the cause? The kids do some
detective work and then jump into action coming up with a plan
to save the bats.
Bats in Trouble is the third book featuring animal-activist
Cricket McKay, following Ospreys in Danger and Salamander
Rescue.

C

Pamela McDowell’s first career was in education, teaching
junior high and high school. She began writing when she left
teaching and has now written more than forty nonfiction and
fiction books for children. Pamela lives in Calgary, Alberta,
with her husband, two kids and an Australian shepherd. For
more information, visit www.pamelamcdowell.ca.

Sara Cassidy's poetry, fiction and articles have been widely
published, and she has won a Gold National Magazine Award.
Black Gold is her ninth children’s novel. She lives in Victoria,
British Columbia, with her three children. For more information,
visit www.saracassidywriter.com. Follow her on Twitter
@SaraCassidyWrit.

Keywords: bats, migratory routes, conservation, ecology,
nature, wildlife preservation, wind turbines, renewable energy

Keywords: humour, country living, farm, competition, friendship, discovery, back-to-school, rural, worms, country fairs,
agricultural fairs

October 17, 2017

9781459814035
$6.95 pb
5.25 x 7.625 96 pages
9781459814042 pdf
9781459814059 epub
ages 7–9

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing & promo
• Print and online
advertising campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion

yrus and Rudy spend the last days of summer selling
dahlias, blackberries and tomatoes at their roadside
stand. When a neighbor drops off a bin full of red wrigglers,
California earthworms that turn compost into fertilizer, Rudy
and Cyrus become worm moguls as they discover just how in
demand the Eisenia fetida are.
Black Gold is the third book featuring Cyrus and Rudy’s
adventures on the farm, following Not for Sale and Blackberry
Juice.

November 7, 2017

9781459814226
$6.95 pb
5.25 x 7.625 96 pages
9781459814233 pdf
9781459814240 epub
ages 7–9

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing & promo
• Print and online
advertising campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion
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• Extensive ARC distribution,
including Goodreads
• Blog and social media
promotion
• Sample chapter sneak
preview campaign

October 17, 2017

9781459814257
$10.95 pb
5 x 7.5 192 pages
9781459814264 pdf
9781459814271 epub
ages 9–13

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

Miriam’s Secret
Debby Waldman

also by
debby waldman

Passover this year was not at all what Miriam expected.

I
Addy’s Race

·

9781554699247 $7.95 pb
9781554699254 pdf
9781554699261 epub
ages 8–11

n 1930 eleven-year-old Miriam travels by train from Brooklyn to her grandparents’ farm in
upstate New York. Her grandparents are kind, generous people, but they aren’t exactly ideal
playmates for a lonely girl. When Miriam is not doing homework in the kitchen with Bubby or
helping prepare meals for the migrant workers that Zayde hires to help out on the farm, she plays
with the barn kittens born just before she arrived. Those kittens are her only friends, until the day
Miriam discovers a young girl hiding in the barn. Cissy and her brother, Joe, who's one of Zayde's
farm hands, are on the run from an abusive uncle back in Mississipi. Miriam and Cissy hit it off
immediately. But their friendship is tested when Miriam is forced to choose between keeping a
promise and doing the right thing.

Debby Waldman is the author of a number of children’s books based on Jewish folktales,
including A Sack Full of Feathers, which was named a 2007 Best Book for Kids and Teens by the
Canadian Children’s Book Centre, and Clever Rachel, declared by Resource Links to be one of the
Year’s Best for 2009. She is also the co-author of two books for parents of children who are hard
of hearing. Debby lives in Edmonton, Alberta, with her husband, two children and a really chill
chocolate labradoodle named Chip. For more information, visit www.debbywaldman.com.
Keywords: Passover, Seder, Purim, Jewish, friendship, culture, tradition, secrets, upstate New York,
festival, farm life
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Run

Secrets from Myself

David Skuy

Christine Hart

Lionel’s new talent for running
makes his bullies even angrier.

The past is calling Katelyn for help.

O

verweight and bullied, Lionel tries to attract as little
attention as possible. Then he discovers something
about himself: he’s a fast runner. He joins the running group
and is recruited for the school track team. But being on the
track team and getting more attention brings Lionel closer to
the bullies he’s been avoiding and makes him a target.
Based in Toronto, Ontario, David Skuy writes fiction for
young readers. His books explore youth issues with the backdrop of sports such as hockey, soccer and running. For more
information, visit www.davidskuy.com.
Keywords: running, athletics, self-esteem, bullying, friendship

September 2017

9781770864887
$12.95 pb
5.38 x 8 232 pages
ages 10–13

·

dcb

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

E

leven-year-old Katelyn has always had voices and visions.
She’s long suspected she is hearing from past lives. But
when she runs away from home and hides out with an old
friend in Vancouver, her visions become more real. She finds
herself writing the words of someone else in a diary, the words
of someone whose fate was deeply impacted by the Komagata
Maru incident. As Katelyn learns more about the Komagata Maru
and the person communicating with her, she realizes that she
must correct a wrong from the past.
Christine Hart is the author of middle-grade, young adult
and new adult fiction. She lives in Victoria, British Columbia.
Keywords: immigration, racism, paranormal, Komagata Maru
incident

September 2017

9781770864900
$12.95 pb
5.38 x 8 216 pages
ages 9–12

·

dcb

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences
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Ghosts in the Garden

Cammie Takes Flight

Judith Silverthorne

Laura Best

Can Sam and J.J. help a ghost find peace
before they get stuck in the past?

Can Cammie trust her new friend
to help her find her mother?

O

n a field trip to Government House, Sam and J.J. discover
that things aren’t as they appear, as they find themselves
travelling from the present to the past and back, and see the
ghost of a woman who mouths “watch” to them. The girls
must navigate the grounds of Government House as they
search to discover who the mysterious woman is and what
she wants…before they’re stuck in the past for good.
Ghosts in the Garden is the sequel to Judith Silverthorne’s
The Ghosts of Government House.
Judith Silverthorne is the author of numerous children’s
books and young adult novels, including Convictions, The
Secret of Sentinel Rock and the Dinosaur Adventure Series,
all published by Coteau Books. For more information, visit
www.judithsilverthorne.ca.
Keywords: ghosts, supernatural, Government House,
Saskatchewan, provinces, Canada, historical, friendship,
romance, love

July 2017

9781550509052
$10.95 pb
5.5 x 8.5 168 pages
ages 9–12

·

coteau
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marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

V

isually impaired and abandoned by her parents, Cammie
Turple was raised by her tenacious bootlegging aunt
in rural Tanner, Nova Scotia. After Cammie and her best
friend, Evelyn Merry, destroy the local moonshine still, forcing
Evelyn’s alcoholic father to sober up but nearly killing Evelyn
in the process, Cammie convinces her aunt to send her to
the Halifax School for the Blind. Cammie Takes Flight finds
Cammie navigating life at her new school, armed with an
envelope with her estranged mother’s address on it. Unsure
if she can trust her new friend, Nessa, Cammie enlists her
help in tracking her mother down.

Despite working, gardening, editing, grandparenting and knitting, Laura Best still manages to find time to keep writing.
She is always excited to work on new projects and loves to be
deeply involved in the editing process.
Keywords: physical disability, blindness, family

November 2017

9781771084673
$12.95 pb
5.25 x 7.75 224 pages
ages 8–12

·

nimbus

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences
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marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences

October 2017

9781772032024
$12.95 pb
5.5 x 7.5 224 pages
ages 9–12

·

heritage house

Up in Arms

also available:

Amanda Spottiswoode
Illustrated by Molly March

Leaving the war behind got them into even more trouble.

A

lot has changed in the world since Sophie, Molly, Mark, Harriet, Leticia and Posy’s last
  adventure in The Silver Lining. Now it’s 1940, and the Second World War is making life back
home in the United Kingdom very dangerous indeed. Although our intrepid crew has seen their
fair share of precarious situations, from being chased by pirates to making harrowing rescues in
abandoned mine shafts, their parents decide to once again send them across the ocean and into
the care of the eccentric Captain Gunn. Instead of sitting out the war in a safe, quiet place, captain
and crew embark on their biggest adventure yet!

The Silver Lining

9781772031324
ages 9–12

· $12.95 pb

Amanda Spottiswoode is the author of Brother XII’s Treasure and The Silver Lining. Up in Arms,
the third book in the series, was inspired by the geography and rich history of her west coast
home on Salt Spring Island, British Columbia. For more information, visit www.southislander.ca.
Molly March is an accomplished painter and set designer. She is the illustrator and mapmaker
of Brother XII’s Treasure, The Silver Lining and Up in Arms, by Amanda Spottiswoode.
Keywords: World War II, 1940s, war evacuees, sailing, early aviation, adventure
Brother XII’s Treasure
9781772030716 $12.95 pb
ages 9–12

·
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promotion
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October 17, 2017

9781459814097
$19.95 hc
5 x 7.75 288 pages
9781459814103 pdf
9781459814110 epub
ages 12+

·

no rights available

Munro vs. the Coyote
Darren Groth
Munro is caught in the small cruel space between loss and letting go.

S

also by
darren groth

Are You Seeing Me?

·
·

9781459810792 $19.95 hc
9781459815087 $14.95 pb
9781459810808 pdf
9781459810815 epub
ages 12+
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ince the sudden death of his younger sister, Evie, sixteen-year-old Munro Maddux has been
having flashbacks and anger-management issues. He also has a constant ache in his right
hand. And then there’s the taunting, barking, biting voice he calls “the Coyote.” Munro knows a
six-month student exchange will not be the stuff of teenage dreams, but in Brisbane he intends
to move beyond his troubled past. It is there, at an assisted living residence called Fair Go
Community Village, that Munro discovers the Coyote can be silenced.
Munro volunteers as a “Living Partner” and gets to know the team of residents he is assigned
to. The burden Munro carries, however, is not so easily cast aside. When one of the team makes
the decision to leave, the Coyote gets a new life. When a second resident is taken away, the
specter of trauma and death looms larger than ever.
Will Munro learn how to silence the voice? Or will the Coyote ultimately triumph?
Originally from Brisbane, Australia, Darren Groth now lives in Vancouver, British Columbia,
with his Canadian wife and twins. His books have been published on both sides of the Pacific
and include his acclaimed ya novel Are You Seeing Me?. It was shortlisted for the Governor
General’s Literary Award and the Sheila A. Egoff Children’s Literature Prize in Canada and
won the Adelaide Festival Award for Young Adult Literature in Australia. Darren is a former
special-education teacher and the proud father of a son with asd. For more information, visit
www.darrengroth.com.
Keywords: loss, grief, healing, student exchange, Australia, romance, assisted living, community,
Down syndrome, autism spectrum, family, siblings
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August 29, 2017

9781459816732
$19.95 hc
5.5 x 8.25 312 pages
9781459816749 pdf
9781459816756 epub
ages 12+

·

90 Days of Different
Eric Walters

world rights available
(ex – North America)

Okay, Sophie, you’ve got ninety days to step out of your comfort zone.

O

n the last day of high school, Sophie’s boyfriend breaks up with her. It turns out he thinks
she is too predictable, too responsible, too mature…too boring.
When Sophie turns to her best friend, Ella, for comfort and reassurance, Ella just confirms
what her ex said. And that hurts even more.
Then Ella comes up with a plan to help Sophie find her wilder side. In the ninety days between
the end of high school and the start of university, she is going to arrange for Sophie to do
amazing, new, different and sometimes scary things. The deal is Sophie has to agree to everything,
no matter what. And she has to share her adventures on social media.
Can ninety days of different create a different life? Can stepping outside your comfort zone
help you find yourself?
Recently named a member of the Order of Canada, Eric Walters began writing in 1993 as a
way to get his grade-five students interested in reading and writing. Eric has published almost a
hundred novels and picture books. He is a tireless presenter, speaking to over 100,000 students
per year in schools across the country. He lives in Guelph, Ontario. For more information, visit
www.ericwalters.net.
Keywords: coming of age, personal growth, friendship, relationships, social media, adventure

also by
eric walters

Innocent

·

9781459806658 $14.95 pb
9781459806665 pdf
9781459806672 epub
ages 12+
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August 29, 2017

9781459815445
$14.95 pb with flaps
5.5 x 8.25 216 pages
9781459815452 pdf
9781459815469 epub
ages 12+

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

Hit the Ground Running
Alison Hughes

also by
alison hughes

An ancient car. No driver’s license. A run for
the border. What could possibly go wrong?

S

Lost in the Backyard

·

9781459807945 $9.95 pb
9781459807952 pdf
9781459807969 epub
ages 9–12

ixteen-year-old Dee and her seven-year-old brother, Eddie, have been on their own for six
weeks. Their father has seemingly vanished into the baking Arizona desert. Their money is
drying up and the rent is coming due, but it’s a visit from a social worker and the prospect of
being separated from Eddie that scares Dee enough to flee. She dupes her brother into packing
up and embarking on the long road trip to Canada, their birthplace and former home. Lacking
a driver’s license and facing a looming interrogation at the border, Dee rations their money and
food as they burn down the interstate in their ancient, decrepit car.
Alison Hughes writes for children of all ages and for adults. Her books have been nominated
for the Silver Birch, Red Cedar, Diamond Willow and Hackmatack Awards, as well as the Sigurd
F. Olson Nature Writing Award. When she’s not writing, she presents at schools, volunteers
with a family literacy organization and bikes in the river valley. She lives in Edmonton, Alberta,
with her husband and children, where her three snoring dogs provide the soundtrack for her
writing. For more information, visit www.alisonhughesbooks.com.
Keywords: coming of age, siblings, road trips, family, responsibility, danger, fear, highways, sightseeing, borders, truckers

Kings of the Court

·

9781459807945 $9.95 pb
9781459807952 pdf
9781459807969 epub
ages 9–12
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September 12, 2017

9781459812499
$14.95 pb
5 x 7.5 192 pages
9781459812505 pdf
9781459812512 epub
ages 12+

·

Plank’s Law

world rights available
(ex – North America)

Lesley Choyce
First item on the list: live.

also by
lesley choyce

T

revor has known since he was ten years old that he has Huntington’s disease, but at sixteen
he is informed that he has about one year to live. One day while he’s trying to figure stuff
out, an old man named Plank finds him standing on a cliff by the ocean. It’s the beginning of an odd
but intriguing relationship. Both Trevor and Plank decide to follow Plank’s Law, which is “just live.”
This means Trevor has to finally do the things on his bucket list, like hang out with real penguins,
star in a science fiction movie and actually talk to Sara—the girl at the hospital who smiles at him.
With the aid of Plank and Sara, Trevor revises his list to include more important things and
takes charge of his illness and his life.
Lesley Choyce is the author of over ninety books of literary fiction, short stories, poetry,
creative nonfiction and young adult novels. He runs Pottersfield Press and has worked as editor
with a wide range of Canadian authors. Choyce teaches creative writing at Dalhousie University
and has won the Dartmouth Book Award, the Atlantic Poetry Prize and the Ann Connor Brimer
Award. He has also been shortlisted for Stephen Leacock, White Pine, Hackmatack, and Canadian
Science Fiction and Fantasy awards and, most recently, a Governor General’s Literary Award.
He was a founding member of the 1990s spoken-word rock band The Surf Poets. He surfs
year-round in the North Atlantic. Lesley lives at Lawrencetown Beach, Nova Scotia. For more
information, visit www.lesleychoyce.com.

Identify

·

9781459814066 $9.95 pb
9781459814073 pdf
9781459814080 epub
ages 12+

Keywords: bucket list, terminal disease, hospital treatment, suicide, aging, teenage love,
Huntington’s disease
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October 24, 2017

9781459814653
$10.95 pb
5 x 7.5 240 pages
9781459814660 pdf
9781459814677 epub
ages 12+

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

Out of Tune
A Riley Donovan mystery
Norah McClintock

also in the
riley donovan
mystery series

A dead body. A jealous friend. A mystery solved?

W

hen Alicia, a talented violinist at Riley Donovan’s high school, is found bludgeoned to death
in a field on the outskirts of town, suspicion immediately falls on Carrie, the teen’s musical
rival. But Riley isn’t convinced of Carrie’s guilt, and even though her police-officer aunt tells her
to stay out of it, Riley goes searching for the truth. Did Carrie really kill Alicia in a fit of jealous
rage, or is there another explanation for Alicia’s death?

From Above

·

9781459809338 $10.95 pb
9781459809345 pdf
9781459809352 epub

Trial by Fire

·

9781459809369 $10.95 pb
9781459809383 pdf
9781459809376 epub
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Norah McClintock is a five-time winner of the Crime Writers of Canada's Arthur Ellis Award
for crime fiction for young people. She is the author of more than sixty ya novels, including books
in Seven (the series), The Seven Sequels, The Seven Prequels and The Secrets series. This is her
third book about Riley Donovan. For more information, visit www.norahmcclintock.com.
Keywords: mystery, female detective, thriller, police, murder, domestic violence, competition,
music

YA | Fiction

Goth Girl

The Marrow Thieves

Melanie Mosher

Cherie Dimaline

Victoria needs to decide who she is going to be.

Just when you think you have nothing
left to lose, they come for your dreams.

F

ifteen-year-old Victoria Markham enjoys three things:
English class, her goth look and spray-painting. It isn’t long
before she’s caught red-handed and forced into community
service with a bunch of other vandals: there’s Rachael, the
princess; Russell and Peter, a pair of punks; and Zach, the rich
jock who Vic is crushing on. The motley crew has to produce
a mural for Halifax. On top of all that, Vic’s mother’s boyfriend,
the only father figure Vic has ever known and the one who
taught her to paint, has left them both. Vic is convinced her
mother doesn’t care enough to find out what’s really behind
the getup.

Melanie Mosher loves collecting sea glass on the eastern
shore of Nova Scotia and spending time with her granddaughter, Emma, who encourages her to stay young and to be an
individual. For more information, visit www.melaniemosher.com.
Keywords: identity, sub-culture, family, goth, delinquency,
community service

November 2017

9781771084680
$14.95 pb
5.25 x 8 180 pages
ages 12+

·

nimbus

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences

I

n a futuristic world ravaged by global warming, people have
lost the ability to dream, and the dreamlessness has led to
widespread madness. The only people still able to dream are
North America’s Indigenous people, and it is their marrow
that holds the cure for the rest of the world. But getting the
marrow, and dreams, means death for the unwilling donors.
Driven to flight, a fifteen-year-old and his companions struggle
for survival, attempt to reunite with loved ones and take
refuge from the “recruiters” who seek them out to bring
them to the marrow-stealing “factories.”

Cherie Dimaline is a Métis author. The Marrow Thieves is
her fourth novel, the second for young adults. She lives in
Toronto, Ontario.
Keywords: Indigenous issues, dystopian, European colonialism, environment, family

September 2017

9781770864863
$14.95 pb
5.38 x 8 260 pages
ages 14+

·

dcb

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences

www.orcabook.com
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YA | Fiction
marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences

September 2017

9781772600421
$13.95 pb
5.5 x 8.25 336 pages
ages 12+

·

second story press

On the Spectrum

also by
jennifer gold

Jennifer Gold
Unexpected love can be the best adventure.

G
Undiscovered Country
9781772600315 $12.95 pb
ages 12+

·

rowing up in the shadow of a famous mother, Clara has never felt good about her body.
Now, at sixteen, she has an unhealthy obsession with healthy eating. After a social media
disaster, she decides to escape for the summer to Paris to stay with her estranged dad and her
six-year-old brother, Alastair, who is on the autism spectrum. Charged with his care, Clara and
Alastair set out to explore the city. Paris teaches Clara about first love and gives her a new
love of food. And Alastair teaches Clara about patience, trust and the beauty of loving without
judgment.

Jennifer Gold is a lawyer and mother of two and the author of the ya novels Soldier Doll and
Undiscovered Country. A history buff, she also has degrees in psychology, law and public health. She
lives in Toronto, Ontario. For more information, visit www.jennifergold.ca.
Keywords: body image, autism spectrum, Paris, stepfamily, mother-daughter relationships, ballet
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“Fantastic.”
— booklist

“Fierce.”

— quill &

“Fast-paced.”
— voya

quire

9781459806542

9781459802643

9781459810792

starred review

BOLD____ YA from ORCA

“a powerful understanding of the search for identity.”

9781459810464

weekly for audacious

9781459809765

9781459812529

– publishers

“Crowd-pleaser.”
— kirkus

“Intense and
absorbing.”

— kirkus

starred review

“Terrifying, and
believable.”
— booklist
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Whether the topic is
sustainability, cultural
celebrations or activism
for kids, our books are

passion projects!

Written by enthusiastic authors who are keen to share
their experiences, research and life’s work with young
readers, Orca’s nonfiction is ready to make a splash!

YA | Nonfiction
marketing & promo

NE W
SERIES

• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion
• More information available
at www.popactivism.com

September 12, 2017

9781459813038
$14.95 pb
5.5 x 7.5 144 pages
9781459813045 pdf
9781459813052 epub
ages 12–16

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

Can Your Smartphone
Change the World?
Erinne Paisley

coming soon

Effecting change can begin with just you and your phone.

C

an Your Smartphone Change the World? is a twenty-first-century guide for anyone who has
access to a smartphone and wants to be an activist. This how-to manual looks at specific
ways you can create social change through the tap of a screen. Filled with examples of successful
hashtag campaigns, viral videos and new socially conscious apps, the book provides practical
advice for using your smartphone as a tool for social justice.
This is the first book in the PopActivism series. Can Your Outfit Change the World? comes out
in Spring 2018 and Can Your Conversations Change the World? in Fall 2018.
Erinne Paisley is an activist, public speaker, youth content developer, writer and student.
She was awarded one of ten University of Toronto National Scholarships and is now studying
International Relations at Trinity College, University of Toronto. Can Your Smartphone Change the
World? is her first book. For more information, visit www.popactivism.com. Follow her on Twitter
@popactivism and subscribe to her YouTube channel, Erinne Paisley.
Keywords: activism, smartphone, social media, social justice, paper dress, Facebook, YouTube,
Instagram, Twitter, community, fundraising
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Middle Reader | Nonfiction
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion
• More information available at
www.speakingourtruth.ca

September 19, 2017
9781459815834
$29.95 hc
7.5 x 9 160 pages
9781459815841 pdf
9781459815858 epub
ages 9–13

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

SPEAKING OUR TRUTH
A Journey of Reconciliation
Monique Gray Smith

also by
monique gray smith

Holding each other up with respect, dignity and kindness.

C

You Hold Me Up
9781459814479 $19.95 hc
9 x 9 · 28 pages
9781459814486 pdf
9781459814493 epub
ages 4–8

·

anada’s relationship with its Indigenous people has suffered as a result of both the
  residential school system and the lack of understanding of the historical and current impact
of those schools. Healing and repairing that relationship requires education, awareness and
increased understanding of the legacy and the impacts still being felt by Survivors and their
families. Guided by acclaimed Indigenous author Monique Gray Smith, readers will learn about the
lives of Survivors and listen to allies who are putting the findings of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission into action.

MONIQUE GRAY SMITH is a mixed-heritage woman of Cree, Lakota and Scottish ancestry and
the proud mother of twins. She is an international speaker, an award-winning author and
a sought-after consultant. Her first novel, Tilly: A Story of Hope and Resilience, won the 2014
Burt Award for First Nations, Métis and Inuit Literature. She has also written the board book,
My Heart Fills With Happiness and has a new picture book, You Hold Me Up. Monique and
her family are blessed to live on Lekwungen territory in Victoria, British Columbia. For more
information, visit www.littledrum.com.
KEYWORDS: residential schools, racism, abuse, Indigenous people, Seven Sacred teachings, reconciliation, colonization, genocide, healing, allies, Truth and Reconciliation Commission, prejudice
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“Reconciliation
you.”
begins with

uk First Nation

—Chief Dr. Robert Joseph, Gwawaen

“for some of you, this may be a time of significant
change in your understanding of Canada’s history.
It might be the first time you’ve thought about what
reconciliation means and, more specifically, what it
means to you and what your role in it is. Simply
reading this book is an act of reconciliation.”
—monique gray smith, from the introduction to
Speaking Our Truth: A Journey of Reconciliation

one voice

“I do not speak
for all Indigen
ous people .
I am one voic
e . While I love
history,
I am not a his
torian. I share
this with you
because there
are multiple ex
periences,
stories and w
ays of unders
ta
n
ding the
impact of resi
dential schoo
ls . I am sharin
with you my ow
g
n understand
in
g
o
f
a
complex and
painful history
.”
—monique gra
y smith

Middler Reader | Nonfiction
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion

October 24, 2017

9781459812437
$24.95 hc
7.5 x 9 96 pages
9781459812444 pdf
9781459812451 epub
ages 9–12

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

Fault Lines
Understanding the Power of Earthquakes
Johanna Wagstaffe
Drop, cover and hold on.

E

arthquakes are a terrifying yet fascinating force of nature. Seismologist Johanna Wagstaffe
takes you through her own process of understanding the earth beneath our feet. Along the
way you’ll learn the science behind what makes the earth rumble and hear from kids around
the world who have experienced the wonder, and the terror, of an earthquake.
Johanna Wagstaffe is the meteorologist and science host for cbc Vancouver and cbc News
Network. With a background in seismology, geophysics and earth science, Johanna has covered
a wide range of science stories, from the 2016 Fort McMurray wildfire and the 2011 Japan earthquake and tsunami to the Paris Climate Change Conference. She enjoys sharing her passion for
science education with children and on social media. Johanna also seems to know when to hit the
slopes on her snowboard for fresh powder or when to pick a sunny morning for a seawall run.
She lives in Vancouver, British Columbia. You can find her on Twitter @jwagstaffe.
Keywords: safety, natural disasters, emergency preparedness, tsunamis, seismology, meteorology, nature, science
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Birding for Kids

To Look a
Nazi in the Eye

A Guide to Finding,
Identifying, and Photographing
Birds in Your Area
Damon Calderwood & Donald E. Waite

A Teen’s Account of a
War Criminal Trial
Kathy Kacer & Jordana Lebowitz

A fun and colorful guide for young birders.

Hate, just like forgiveness, can be complicated.

B

irding for Kids encourages children to get up close and
personal with nature while respecting the habitats of
birds in the wild. This book teaches children to identify birds in
backyards, city parks and rural areas; take pictures of birds and
record information in a logbook; support endangered or at-risk
species; help hurt birds or abandoned nests and much more.
This informative guide also includes a list of species, a glossary
of birding terms, and all the basic equipment needed to become
an avid birder.

Damon Calderwood is an avid wildlife photographer and
bird-lover, and the co-author (with Donald E. Waite) of Baby
Birds in the Wild and More Baby Birds in the Wild.
Donald E. Waite is an avid bird photographer, author and
adventurer, and the co-author (with Damon Calderwood) of
Baby Birds in the Wild and More Baby Birds in the Wild.
Keywords: birds, birding, birdwatching, nature, wildlife,
photography, habitat, nests, backyard, parks, rural, conservation, endangered species, bird feeders

September 2017

9781772031973
$14.95 pb
5 x 7 96 pages
ages 8–12

·

heritage house

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences

T

he true story of nineteen-year-old Jordana Lebowitz’s
time at the trial of Oskar Groening, known as the
bookkeeper of Auschwitz, a man charged with being complicit
in the death of more than 300,000 Jews. A granddaughter of
Holocaust survivors, Jordana attended the trial. She realized
that by witnessing history she gained the knowledge and
legitimacy to stand in the footsteps of the survivors.
Kathy Kacer’s books have won many awards, including
the Silver Birch, and the Jewish Book Award. A former
psychologist, Kathy now travels the globe, speaking on the
importance of keeping the memory of the Holocaust alive.
Kathy lives in Toronto, Ontario. For more information, visit
www.kathykacer.com.
Jordana Lebowitz attended the trial of Oskar Groening
in 2015. She is dedicated to Holocaust remembrance. From
Toronto, she has worked for Holocaust organizations in
Australia and California, and she travels frequently.
Keywords: Holocaust, Auschwitz, Nazi war criminals, law,
Holocaust survivors, memory, journalism, Germany

September 2017

9781772600407
$13.95 pb
5.5 x 8.25 256 pages
ages 12+

·

second story press

marketing & promo
• National and regional
publicity and advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences
www.orcabook.com
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www.orcafootprints.com
9781459809390 hc

9781459809666 hc

9781459802230 hc

9781459802216 hc • 9781459812147 pb

9781459809604 hc

9781459805828 hc

9781459804234 hc • 9781459814127 pb

9781459802193 hc • 9781459812154 pb

9781459806942 hc

9781459807426 hc

Orca Footprints
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion
• More information available
at www.orcafootprints.com

October 3, 2017

9781459810433
$19.95 hc
8 x 9.5 48 pages
9781459810440 pdf
9781459810457 epub
ages 8–12

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

A Fair Deal
Shopping for Social Justice
Kari Jones

also available

Where did your banana come from? And why should you care?

F

air trade is not about spending more money or buying more stuff. It's about helping producers
in developing countries get a fair price for their goods. In A Fair Deal: Shopping for Social Justice,
Kari Jones provides a history of trade, explaining what makes trade systems unfair and what we
can do about it. By examining ways in which our global trade systems value some people over
others, the book illustrates areas in which fair trade practices can help families all around the
world and suggests ways to get involved in making the world a more equitable place.
Kari Jones is the author of numerous books for young readers and teens, including two titles in
the Orca Currents series and one in the Orca Limelights series. Her latest novel is At the Edge of
the World. She lives on the west coast of Canada, where she enjoys exploring the coast by kayak
with her husband, son and their dog, Tintin. For more information, visit www.karijones.ca.

Let’s Eat

·

9781459809390 $19.95 hc
9781459809406 pdf
9781459809413 epub
ages 8–12

Keywords: trade, social justice, activism, cooperatives, factories, markets, barter, currency

Pocket Change

·

9781459809666 $19.95 hc
9781459809673 pdf
9781459809680 epub
ages 8–12
www.orcabook.com
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Explore Diversity
with the Orca Origins

Award-winning authors dig deep into the cultures that shaped them as they connect
with and explain traditions that have nourished and supported people for centuries. Rich
personal stories, carefully-researched history, gorgeous photos (and some delicious recipes),
the Orca Origins provide vital connections to the magnificent diversity of our modern world.

9781459812970 • 24.95 hc
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Coming Soon
Ramadan
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Nikki Tate and
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www.orcaorigins.com

Orca Origins
marketing & promo
• Print and online advertising
campaigns
• Promotion at national and
regional school, library and
trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available
• Blog and social media
promotion
• More information available
at www.orcaorigins.com

October 3, 2017

9781459811263
$24.95 hc
7.5 x 9 80 pages
9781459811270 pdf
9781459811287 epub
ages 9–12

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

Chinese New Year
A Celebration for Everyone
Jen Sookfong Lee

also available

Gung hay fat choy! Chinese New Year is a snapshot of Chinese culture.

F

rom its beginnings as a farming celebration marking the end of winter to its current role as a
global party featuring good food, lots of gifts and public parades, Chinese New Year is a snapshot of Chinese culture. Award-winning author and broadcaster Jen Sookfong Lee recalls her
childhood in Vancouver, British Columbia, and weaves family stories into the history, traditions
and evolution of Chinese New Year. Lavishly illustrated with color photographs throughout.

Jen Sookfong Lee was born and raised in East Vancouver, British Columbia, and she now
lives with her son in North Burnaby. Her books include The Conjoined, The Better Mother, The End
of East and Shelter, a novel for young adults. Her poetry, fiction and articles have appeared in a
variety of magazines and anthologies, including Elle Canada, Hazlitt, Room and Event. A popular
cbc Radio One personality, Jen appears regularly as a contributor on The Next Chapter and is a
frequent co-host of the Studio One Book Club. Jen teaches writing at The Writer’s Studio Online
with Simon Fraser University and with the Continuing Studies department of the University of
British Columbia. For more information, visit www.sookfong.com.

Birthdays

·

9781459812970 $24.95 hc
9781459812987 pdf
9781459812994 epub
ages 9–12

Keywords: Chinese history, immigration, community, food, festivals, tradition, family, prosperity,
elders, mythology, racism

Diwali

·

9781459810075 $24.95 hc
9781459810082 pdf
9781459810099 epub
ages 9–12
www.orcabook.com
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The

Best Books
for Your Struggling Readers

“Bravo to the authors and
publishers of these books—
every kid deserves the right to
read a good book regardless
of their reading abilities.”
—canadian children’s book news

W h at m a kes

O rc a’s

hi-lo different?

Like any bestseller, every Orca novel for reluctant readers begins its
life as a creative spark in a talented writer. Our editors work closely
with writers, mindful not only of meeting the technical requirements
of the reluctant-reader audience, but also the need for a good story,
well told. And readers recognize this. They may not realize what
they are responding to, but we have seen time and time again that
reluctant readers return to the shelf for Orca stories.

ages

Short, high-interest novels for ages 10 to 14
•
•
•
•
•

Orca Currents Collection

9781554692590 • $805.95
Collection of 81 paperba
cks
for middle-schoolers

Reading levels from grade 2.0 to 4.5
112–144 pages each
Accelerated Reader selections
Lexile levels available
Free individual teachers’ guides online

ages

high-interest sports action for ages 10+
• Reading levels from grade 2.0 to 4.5
• 144–192 pages each
• Accelerated Reader selections
• Lexile levels available
• Free individual teachers’ guides online

10+

Orca Sports Collection

9781554692583 • $427.85
Collection of 43 paperbacks
for middle-schoolers
and teens

10–14

compelling novels about the performing arts
• Reading levels from grade 3.5 to 6.5
• 128–168 pages each
• Accelerated Reader selections
• Lexile levels available

Contemporary, compelling stories for ages 12+
• Reading levels from grade 2.0 to 4.5
• 112–168 pages each
• Accelerated Reader selections
• Lexile levels available
• Free individual teachers’ guides online

Engaging, short novels for
adults and mature teens
• Reading levels from grade 2.0 to 6.0
• 128–168 pages each
• Accelerated Reader selections
• Lexile levels available
• Free reading guides online

ages

11+

Orca Limelights Collection
9781459815346 • $208.95
Collection of 21 paperbacks
for middle-schoolers
and teens

Orca Soundings Collection
9781554692606 • $1014.90
Collection of 102 paperbacks
for teens

Rapid Reads Collection
9781459815254 • $427.85
Collection of 43 paperbacks
for adults and teens

ages

12+

Orca Currents

Payback

Camped Out

Deb Loughead

Daphne Greer

Dylan knows he better keep his mouth shut.

It’s not all campfires and canoe trips.

D

ylan O’Connor is in trouble again. While riding his bike
home after dark, he has a run-in with a truck but doesn’t
give it a second thought until police show up at his door the
next day. cctv cameras put Dylan at the scene of a crime,
and when the police question him, Dylan realizes he was
an inadvertent witness. But he doesn’t tell them the driver
of the truck was Jeff Walker, a nasty piece of work. Dylan
knows it’s in his best interests to keep his mouth shut. Then
he starts getting stalked by Jeff’s weirdo sidekick, Eliot Barnes,
a classmate of Dylan’s. Is Eliot trying to protect Dylan, or is he
making sure he stays silent?
This is the fourth story featuring Dylan O’Connor after
The Snowball Effect, Caught in the Act, and Rise of the Zombie
Scarecrows.

Deb Loughead is the author of more than thirty-five
books for children and young adults. Her books have been
translated into seven languages. She has also written and
directed children’s plays and taught creative writing classes.
Deb lives in Toronto, Ontario. For more information, visit
www.debloughead.ca.
Keywords: crime, theft, bravery, loyalty, revenge, adventure

September 26, 2017

9781459814691
$9.95 pb
4.25 x 7 128 pages
9781459814707 pdf
9781459814714 epub
ages 10–14 rl 4.2

·

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)
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marketing & promo
• Print and online
advertising campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available

M

ax knows his mom can’t afford to send him to summer
camp. But he really, really wants to go. He needs a break
from looking after his autistic brother, Duncan. And from his
mom’s new boyfriend. He is surprised when his mom says that
he can go after all. But there’s a catch. There are spots available at the camp for families with special needs. A grant would
cover Duncan’s fees, and Max could attend at no charge. If he
goes as Duncan’s escort.
This is the second story featuring Max and Duncan after
Maxed Out.

Daphne Greer has worked with children with special needs
for many years, including at a summer camp much like the
one in this book. She is the author of Maxed Out, a 2013 yalsa
Quick Picks nominee, and Jacob’s Landing, which was a 2016
Hackmatack and 2016 Silver Birch finalist and was on the Best
Books for Kids & Teens list from the Canadian Children’s
Book Centre. Daphne lives in Newport, Nova Scotia. For
more information, visit www.daphnegreer.com.
Keywords: summer, camp, relationships, siblings, responsibility, friendship, autism

October 10, 2017

9781459815414
$9.95 pb
4.25 x 7 144 pages
9781459815421 pdf
9781459815438 epub
ages 10–14
rl 3.8

·

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing & promo
• Print and online
advertising campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences
• Digital and print ARCs
available

Orca Currents

Gold

Medusa’s Scream

John Wilson

Melanie Jackson

Searching for treasure, Indiana Jones style.

Something weird is going on down in the mine.

S

am and Annabel are on vacation with Annabel’s parents
in Italy. While visiting the small hilltop town of Civita,
they hear rumors of looted gold from World War II buried
somewhere in the town’s network of underground tunnels
and caves. Once again the two friends cross paths with an
old nemesis, Humphrey Battleford, but he is not the only one
in pursuit of the gold. An intimidating man named Kurt, the
grandson of a ruthless Nazi, is also snooping around. After
Annabel is kidnapped, Sam must solve the mystery of the
hidden treasure to save his friend.
This is the fourth mystery featuring Sam and Annabel, after
Stolen, Bones and Lost.
Born in Scotland, John Wilson is addicted to history and
firmly believes that the past must have been just as exciting,
confusing and complex to those who lived through it as our
world is to us. Most of his thirty-four novels and ten nonfiction books for kids, teens and adults deal with the past.
John lives on Vancouver Island, British Columbia. For more
information, visit www.johnwilsonauthor.com.

M

edusa’s Scream is a thrill-ride that hurtles a train
through an out-of-service gold mine in the Fraser
Valley. Chase can’t believe his luck when he lands a summer
job in the food truck outside the ride’s entrance. But then he
notices strange things happening at the old mine. Chase starts
to piece things together, and soon his life is threatened by a
villain even scarier than the snake-headed Medusa of myth.

Melanie Jackson is the author of several Orca Currents
titles, including Death Drop and High Wire. She likes
hiking, piano, English/Scottish history—and continually
learning from the kids she works with as writing mentor.
She lives in Vancouver, British Columbia. For more
information, visit www.melaniejacksonblog.wordpress.com.
Keywords: mystery, Greek mythology, Fraser Valley, greed,
adventure, gold rush, mines, history, amusement parks, trains,
theft

Keywords: treasure, theft, mystery, Nazis, kidnapping, greed,
Second World War, Civita, Italy, gold

October 24, 2017

9781459814813
$9.95 pb
4.25 x 7 144 pages
9781459814820 pdf
9781459814837 epub
ages 10–14 rl 4.5

·

·

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing & promo
• Print and online
advertising campaigns
• Promotion at national
and regional school, library
and trade conferences
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Dance

Pop Quiz

Music

Tom Ryan
Television is so five years ago.

F

Circus
Magic

“Readers will be treated to lots of action while gaining
insight into the world of teenaged performers with
big dreams…They are short, fast-paced and well
executed—a strong effort from Orca, and worth
recommending to reluctant or struggling readers
looking for a more contemporary read.”
—Canadian Children’s Book News

ifteen-year-old Aiden is a minor cast member on a
long-running high school “dramedy” with a low budget
and a loyal following. Aiden and his friends are excited that
they’re being promoted to lead roles for the upcoming tenth
season of Pop Quiz. But then they learn the show is being
canceled. According to the producers, no one even watches
tv anymore, with kids preferring the antics of YouTube stars.
With the help of some former cast members and a group of
hardcore fans, Aiden and his friends attempt to create a movie
special to wrap up the storylines and give the series the sendoff it deserves.
Tom Ryan worked in the television world for several years.
He is the author of several books for young readers, including
the Orca Limelights titles Big Time and Totally Unrelated. He has
been nominated for the White Pine Award, the Stellar Award
and the Hackmatack Award, and two of his novels were Junior
Library Guild selections. Born and raised in Inverness, on Cape
Breton Island, Tom currently lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia, with
his husband and their dog, Wheeler. For more information,
visit www.tomryanauthor.com.
Keywords: television, YouTube, high school, child actors,
performing arts, crowdfunding, fans
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POV

Getting the Brush Off

Ted Staunton

Mere Joyce

How can Spencer make a video when
he has no money and no idea?

Sydney’s dreams are just a brushstroke away.

W

hen first-year film student Spencer O’Toole is asked to
make a music video for a band, he leaps at the chance.
But Jerry, Spencer’s dad, shows up, and somehow the band
assumes he’s in charge, despite the fact that he has zero background in film. And then there’s Scratch, violent gang member
turned sleazy music producer, who keeps making big promises
but fails to deliver on a single one. Spencer has no idea how he’s
going to get this thing made. When the band invites him and his
dad up to a cottage for the weekend, Spencer takes the opportunity to ditch Jerry. But one small fib snowballs into dozens of
lies, and soon Spencer finds himself in way over his head.
Ted Staunton is the award-winning author of many books
for young people, including three others starring Spencer
O’Toole—Speed, Jump Cut and Coda from the various Seven
series. When not creating stories, Ted writes music and plays
in the Maple Leaf Champions Jug Band.
Keywords: filmmaking, videos, blues band, fathers and sons,
crime, performing arts, music
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T

wo years ago, sixteen-year-old Sydney Hart was kicked
out of the prestigious Burke Academy when her mother
could no longer afford the tuition. She lost a promising future
in the arts, as well as her best friend, who didn’t want to be
seen with an art-academy reject. But now, without Burke’s
rigid structure, Sydney has found her true passion in performance painting and is busking on Halifax’s boardwalk to earn
enough money to go to art camp. After the police shut her
down, Sydney learns her old school is hosting a “brush off”
speed-painting contest with a cash prize. Entering would mean
facing her painful past, not to mention her former friend, who’s
also competing.
Mere Joyce writes short stories as well as novels and
holds a Master of Library and Information Science from the
University of Western Ontario. The library where she works
is also a public art gallery that often showcases contemporary forms of art. The organization hosts an annual brush-off
competition for teens. Mere lives in Cambridge, Ontario, with
her family. For more information, visit www.merejoyce.com.
Keywords: visual arts, performance, painting, performing
arts, competition, friendship
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Orca Soundings

Up North

Firewall

Jeff Ross

Sean Rodman

Racial tensions run high in a small town.

Things are about to get real.

R

ob Maclean and his mom have moved to a small community in northern Ontario in order to be closer to Rob’s
imprisoned brother, Adam. One night after a rowdy party,
Rob and some friends end up in a van speeding through a
First Nations reserve. The driver of the van has a deep
hatred for Indigenous people, and he lobs rotten fruit at a
group of young men gathered in front of a community center.
The young men chase them down, and Rob’s friend Alan is
injured and ends up in a coma. Now the police are pressuring
Rob to identify their prime suspect.
This is the second story featuring Rob and Adam Maclean
after Coming Clean.

Jeff Ross is an award-winning author of several novels for
young adults, including the Orca Soundings titles Coming
Clean and A Dark Truth. He currently teaches scriptwriting and
English at Algonquin College in Ottawa, Ontario, where he
lives with his wife and two sons. For more information, visit
www.jeffrossbooks.com.
Keywords: family, Indigenous, racism, reserve, young offenders,
violence, murder, peer pressure, northern community
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J

osh is a gamer. After his parents’ divorce and his move
from Chicago to a small town where he doesn’t know
anybody, he copes by staying up way too late playing Killswitch
online. Then he discovers a “mod” version of the game that
is an exact replica of his new town. Strange things start to
happen in the game that are somehow connected with events
happening in the real world.

Sean Rodman’s interest in writing for teenagers came
out of working at schools around the world. In Australia he
taught ancient history to future Olympic athletes. Closer to
home, he worked with students from over 100 countries at a
nonprofit international school. He is currently the executive
director of the Story Studio Writing Society, a charity dedicated
to unleashing the creativity of young writers and improving
literacy. Sean lives in Victoria, British Columbia. For more
information, visit www.srodman.com.
Keywords: video games, virtual reality, mental illness, arson,
revenge, bullying
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Caged

Heavy Freight

Norah McClintock

Sigmund Brouwer

What happened to Clancy?

Max needs to get his life back on track.

E

ven if Kenzie’s dog had somehow managed to escape from
the family’s fenced backyard, Kenzie knows the big, lovable
chocolate Lab wouldn’t have gone far. As they search for
Clancy, Kenzie and his dad keep hearing stories about other
dogs that have gone missing too. When Kenzie finds Clancy’s
id tag and spots a van loaded up with dog food, he knows
he has to investigate further. With the help of a schoolmate
whose dog has also disappeared, Kenzie uncovers an illegal
operation that grabs dogs off the street and turns them into
bloodthirsty killers.

F

Norah McClintock is a five-time winner of the Crime
Writers of Canada's Arthur Ellis Award for crime fiction for
young people. She is the author of more than sixty ya novels,
including books in Seven (the series), The Seven Sequels,
The Seven Prequels and The Secrets series. This is her third
book about Riley Donovan. For more information, visit
www.norahmcclintock.com.

Sigmund Brouwer has written dozens of books for
both children and adults, including Devil’s Pass, Tin Soldier
and Barracuda from the Orca Seven series. Sigmund and
his family live half the year in Nashville, Tennessee, and half
the year in Red Deer, Alberta. For more information, visit
www.sigmundbrower.com.

Keywords: gambling, criminal activity, dognapping, mystery,
pets, dog fighting
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ifteen-year-old Maxwell Stone has been surviving and
thriving in the tough part of East Vancouver by being
smart and fast. But when a drug deal goes wrong, Max
suddenly finds himself on the run from both the bad guys
and the cops. Desperate to escape, Max impulsively decides
to hop on a moving freight train. His first attempt to climb
aboard fails, but at the last second a hand reaches down and
pulls him in. Joseph has been riding the rails for years, and his
tales inspire Max to take a journey to the last place he ever
expected to go.

Keywords: trains, fathers and sons, adventure, family, crosscountry, travel, abandonment, wrongfully accused
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Plunge

also by
eric howling

Eric Howling
Cade is in the race of his life.

C
Gang Tackle

·
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ade’s dad thinks triathlons are for wimps. He doesn’t think it’s a real sport and wishes Cade
would play football instead, like his older brother, Trent. So Cade trains in secret and qualifies to compete in the provincial championship at Sylvan Lake. The night before the event, Cade’s
coach suddenly can’t go, and Cade is forced to ask his dad for a ride. He only agrees because
Trent has a football game nearby. The road trip takes a nasty turn when his dad swerves to avoid
a deer and their car hurtles into an ice-cold river. It’s up to Cade to use his skills to save his
entire family.

Eric Howling is the author of several other sports novels, including Orca Sport's Gang Tackle.
His books have been shortlisted for the Hackmatack Children’s Choice Book Award, included
on Resource Links’ Year’s Best lists and picked as ccbc Best Books selections. Eric lives and plays
sports in Calgary, Alberta. For more information, visit www.erichowling.wordpress.com.
Keywords: triathlon, bravery, family, accidents, swimming, biking, running, Sylvan Lake
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The Retribution Series

Stay tuned for the 6th
book in the Retribution
Series, Sigmund Brouwer's
Escalate which will be
released in Spring 2018.

Retribution
from authors
Sigmund Brouwer
Natasha Deen
Judith Graves

“Those who enjoy
gritty realistic fiction
will find these books
gripping. recommended.”
—s
chool library connection

A talented forger, a car thief who will scale any
height and a boxer with a secret life…all seeking
revenge on the adults who wronged them.
Each of these teen rebels has a specialized
skill and the motivation for retaliation, but
they cannot succeed alone. Reluctantly
agreeing to become a team is the first step
in their hunt for RETRIBUTION.

www.retributiontheseries.com

Infiltrate
Judith Graves
Raven may be in over her head.

I

n this sequel to Exposed, Raven is once again fighting for
the underdog. When a desperate wave of teen suicides
threatens to overwhelm her school, Raven does some digging
and learns that all of the victims have one thing in common:
issues with anxiety. With help from Team Retribution, Raven
links the deaths to an unauthorized drug trial at a shady
medical center. To find out more, she goes undercover, but
things quickly get out of her control. Soon she’s not sure what
is real and what is a drug-induced fantasy?

Judith Graves is the author of several award-winning novels,
including Exposed, her first installment in the Retribution
series. She loves tragic romance, werewolves, vampires, magic
and all things a bit creepy. A firm believer that teen fiction can
be action packed and snarky yet hit all the right emotional
notes, Judith writes stories with attitude. She lives in northern
Alberta. For more information, visit www.judithgraves.com.
Keywords: anxiety disorders, illegal drug trials, vigilantes,
teen suicide, urban climbing, parkour, car theft
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No More No Name

also by
tim tingle

Tim Tingle
His father’s alcoholism is dictating Bobby’s life.

B
No Name

9781939053060
ages 12–16

· $9.95 pb

obby Byington has always had to navigate his father’s alcoholism and anger, but things are
looking up. His father has stopped drinking, his mother is back home, and his basketball
team is winning games. But two new problems surface when his "smart" girlfriend is bullied by a
resentful schoolmate and a fellow team member is bullied by an abusive father.
This is the second novel in the No Name series.

Tim Tingle is an Oklahoma Choctaw and an award-winning author and storyteller. Walking
the Choctaw Road, a collection of stories based on interviews with tribal Elders, was selected
as Book of the Year by both Oklahoma Reads! and Alaska Reads! In 2016 his novel House
of Purple Cedar won the American Indian Youth Literature Award. For more information,
visit www.timtingle.com.
Keywords: determination, disappointment, alcoholism, Choctaw, basketball
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Rapid Reads…

sometimes

a quick, easy read is
just what you need.

Jumped In
William Kowalski

To change the world, first you
have to change yourself.

R

asheed is smart, tough and a survivor. In his neighborhood,
he has to be. The streets are run by a gang called the
E Street Locals, and they’ve been trying to jump him in since
he was a child. So far, he’s managed to escape their clutches.
Since his high school is no safer than the streets, Rasheed
seeks solace at the local university campus. There he bumps
up against a police officer who he thinks at first is hassling him
just because he’s black. But eventually Rasheed realizes that
the officer is only pushing him to become a better person.

Escape on a quick adventure
with authors like Gail Bowen, Reed Farrel Coleman,
Richard Wagamese, Gail Anderson-Dargatz,
Melodie Campbell, William Kowalski,
Linda L. Richards, Vicki Delany and many more.

“Each title hooks readers with a dramatic start…
with rare voices and taut suspense, these titles
provide accessible choices for struggling and
strong readers alike.” —BOOKLIST

William Kowalski is the author of fourteen novels,
including the international bestseller Eddie’s Bastard and
The Hundred Hearts. Four of the titles William wrote
for the Rapid Reads series have been nominated for the
Ontario Library Association’s Golden Oak Award. His
work has been translated into fifteen languages. He lives
with his family in Nova Scotia. For more information, visit
www.williamkowalski.com.
Keywords: diversity, inner city, community, gangs, poverty,
racism, addiction, violence, education
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Board Reads
Rapid
Books

Worst Date Ever

From Scratch

Melodie Campbell

Gail Anderson-Dargatz

Sometimes you’ve got to kiss a few frogs.

Owning a bakery isn’t just
about making dough.

J

ennie has been a widow for two years. Her twelveyear-old son thinks it’s about time she started dating,
and so does her best friend, Angela. So with Angela’s help,
Jennie signs up to an online dating site. Within hours, she has
several dates lined up for the week. Surely there will be one
Prince Charming in the bunch. And if not, it’s only one date,
right? How bad could it be?

Melodie Campbell achieved a personal best when Library
Journal compared her to Janet Evanovich. Melodie got her start
writing comedy and has won the Derringer, the Arthur Ellis
and eight other awards for fiction. Her work has appeared
in Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine, Star Magazine, Canadian
Living, the Toronto Star, the Globe and Mail and many other
publications. She lives in Oakville, Ontario. For more information, visit www.melodiecampbell.com.
Keywords: romance, online dating, single parent, first dates,
humorous, best friends

C

ookie is about to lose her job at the local bakery. She
dreams of owning her own bakery but doesn’t think she
has the skills or money to do it. Most of all, she doesn’t have
the self-confidence. When she takes a course at the local
college, she finds she has much more going for her than she
imagined. With the help of her community, she figures out
how to make sure no one has to go without her famous doily
cookies for long!
By the age of eighteen, Gail Anderson-Dargatz knew she
wanted to write about women in rural settings. Today Gail is
a bestselling author. A Recipe for Bees and The Cure for Death
by Lightning were finalists for the Scotiabank Giller Prize. She
also teaches other authors how to write fiction. Gail divides
her time between the Shuswap region of British Columbia and
Manitoulin Island in Ontario. For more information, visit www.
gailanderson-dargatz.ca.

Keywords: self-employment, small business, mature student,
bakery, single parent, small town, community
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Rapid Reads

Murder Below Zero

White Sand Blues

A Maxine Benson Mystery
John Lawrence Reynolds

An Ashley Grant Mystery
Vicki Delany

A woman’s job is never done,
especially when she’s police chief.

Murder in paradise!

M

axine Benson has left a bad marriage and a big-city
policing career to become chief of a small-town police
force. Many do not believe a petite fortysomething woman
can handle policing chores, even in a sleepy place like Port
Ainslie. When the town bully is found murdered, the list of
suspects is long. But now Max has the opportunity to prove
herself to the town.

John Lawrence Reynolds has had thirty works of fiction
and nonfiction published. His work has earned two Arthur
Ellis Awards for Best Mystery Novel, a National Business
Book Award and a cbc Bookie Award. His bestselling book
Shadow People, tracing the development and influence of secret
societies through history, was published in fourteen countries
and twelve languages. He has also authored several business
and investment books. Murder Below Zero is the second book
in the Maxine Benson mystery series. John lives in Burlington,
Ontario. For more information, visit www.wryter.ca.
Keywords: mystery, small-town police, female sleuth, the
glass ceiling, real estate development, greed, Muskoka, Ontario
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W

hen paramedic Ashley Grant finds her boyfriend in bed
with another woman, she moves out and takes a new
job in a tiny Caribbean country, the Victoria and Albert Islands.
On arrival her new colleague picks her up at the airport in the
island's only ambulance, which is then called to the discovery
of a body floating off the beach.
Before she can even unpack her bags or enjoy the view
from her ocean-side apartment, Ashley is unwittingly dragged
into a murder investigation.
White Sand Blues is the first in a new series from awardwinning author Vicki Delany.
Vicki Delany is one of Canada’s most prolific and varied crime
writers. The first book in her Sergeant Ray Robertson series for
Rapid Reads, Juba Good, was nominated for a Derringer Award,
an Arthur Ellis Award and the Ontario Library Association’s
Golden Oak Award. She is the author of more than twenty crime
novels. Vicki lives in Prince Edward County, Ontario. For more
information, visit www.vickidelany.com.
Keywords: murder mystery, female sleuth, Caribbean, paramedic, Victoria and Albert Islands
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Polestar Calendars

The Original Student
Calendar 2017-2018

T

his award-winning back-to-school bestseller helps
students get organized and stay organized. Developed
especially for university, college and high-school students.

Features include:
• Twelve-month budget/expense pages
• A unique, easy-to-use student time-management system
• Week-at-a-glance format—lots of room to write in each
day
• Term timetables, monthly planners, test and essay results
• Space for writing phone numbers, addresses, plus Goals,
Dreams and Accomplishments page
• Printed on 100% post-consumer recycled text paper, FSC
certified.
• Over 1 million copies sold!
“Thank you so much for creating a planner for people like me
who struggle with time management—I absolutely love it!”
—Corissa W., via email

2018 Polestar
Family Calendar

T

he essential family organizer! This award-winning calendar
has proven indispensable for many thousands of busy
families, helping them to organize, coordinate and simplify
their lives. It provides a flexible, spacious format for recording
the entire family’s daily activities.

Features include:
• Three-part daily planning guide
• Ample space for To Do and To Buy lists, family profiles,
items loaned and borrowed and more
• Month-at-a-glance pages and yearly planning calendars
• Handy 43-page reference and notes section
• Great weekly quotes!
• Printed on 100% post-consumer recycled text
paper, FSC certified.
“The best family calendar ever!” —Kim M., Seattle, WA
Keywords: calendars, agendas

Keywords: calendars, agendas
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Polestar Calendars

2018 Polestar
Business Calendar

2018 Polestar Planner

C

reative time-management for our working lives. The
Polestar Business Calendar is designed to organize all
aspects of your life with its open, uncluttered format.

personal organizer at a great price! This planner will
keep you organized and on track, all in a handy portable
format.

Features include:

Features include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly page spreads with lots of room to write
Unique three-part time-management system
Reference pages include monthly expense pages and
Note and address pages
Great weekly quotes
Printed on 100% post-consumer recycled text
paper, FSC certified.
“I love this agenda—I’ve never found anything to top it. I look
forward to it every year.” —Linda S., Grand Junction, CO
Keywords: calendars, agendas

A

Three-part open, flexible, daily format
Monthly double-spread planning pages
Weekly quotes
Large note section
2018 and 2019 Planning Calendars
Printed on 100% post-consumer recycled text
paper, FSC certified.
“I am loving all the thought put into this planner—it is as if
the creators actually use it and know what works for life!”
—Roxane I., via email
Keywords: calendars, agendas
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Many of Orca’s titles are available in multiple formats to be enjoyed across
platforms. Whether you want to listen to an audiobook, read on your phone or
tablet, or experience our new enhanced ebooks that allow you to follow along
with the narration of our picture books, we have something for you.

AUDIO

Audiobooks are available as CDs, MP3s, or GoReaders
(An MP3 player preloaded with audio books)

Available titles include our award-winning picture
books, Orca Currents, Orca Soundings, Seven
(the series), the Seven Sequels and the Secrets.

Ebooks are available as pdfs and epubs
through Orca and ebook retailers

All Orca books are simultaneously
released in print and ebook format.
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Enhanced epubs feature text that highlights
individual words as the audio plays,
encouraging children to read along.

Perfect for the picture book fans!

For more information, email digital@orcabook.com

EBOOKS

Terms & United States Retail Sales Representatives
Terms:

Discounts:

Returns:

• Net 30 days from invoice date
• Interest charged at 1.5% per month on
overdue accounts
• Short shipments, damaged books must be
reported within 30 days to receive credit
• All prices subject to change without notice
• All shipments F.O.B. our warehouse
• Accounts are payable by check, Visa, and
MasterCard

Retail:

For damaged books or books received in error,
please call 1-800-210-5277 for permission to
return. Returns may be made without prior
authorization not before 3 months or after 12
months from invoice date. All returns must be
received in mint, resaleable condition. Books
ineligible for credit may be returned at the
customer’s expense. To receive full credit, return
shipment must include an accurate packing slip
detailing: invoice numbers and dates, ISBN and
list price of titles, discounts and quantities of
each title returned. Books returned without
sufficient information will be credited at 50% of
retail price. Returns are for credit only. Clearly
mark “Returns” on the outside of the box.

Toll-Free Phone:
1-800-210-5277
Toll-Free Fax:
1-877-408-1551
Email:
orders@orcabook.com
Order online and view a
complete list of titles at

45% returnable
50% non-returnable
Library/Educational:
Please call 1-800-210-5277 for details.
Wholesale:
Please call 1-800-210-5277 for details.
Polestar Calendar Discounts:
50% returnable
55% non-returnable
Returns of 2017 Polestar calendars must be
made by February 1, 2018, to receive credit.
Please call or email regarding our co-op
policy, extra discounts for single-title quantities
and in-store promotions. Reading copies available
for all titles. Requests to be made directly to
Orca Book Publishers via phone, fax or email.

Returns via USPS:
Orca Book Publishers
PO Box 468
Custer WA 98240-0468

www.orcabook.com
United States Retail Sales
Representatives:
South/Southeast (TX, OK, LA, AR, MS,
AL, TN, VA, NC, SC, GA and FL)
Bill McClung & Associates
20540 State Hwy 46W Suite 115
Spring Branch, TX 78070
fax: 888-311-8932
Bill McClung
phone: 214-505-1501
bmcclung@ix.netcom.com
Terri McClung
phone: 214-676-3161
tmcclung@ix.netcom.com

Midwest (ND, SD, MN, WI, NE, IA, IL,
MI, IN, OH, KS, MO, KY)
Blue4Books
Nicholas Booth
218 W Vine St
Kalamazoo MI 49001
phone: 312-933-4374
fax: 312-624-7927
nicholas@blue4books.com
Ian Booth
705 Delaware Ct
Lawton, MI 49065
phone: 763-744-6921
fax: 312-624-7927
ian@blue4books.com
Scott Bartlett
88 Hillside Meadows
St. Charles, MO 63303
phone: 636-926-8175
fax: 312-624-7927
scott@blue4books.com

Returns via Courier:
Orca Book Publishers
Suite 110, 7068 Portal Way
Ferndale WA 98248

West (AK, WA, OR, CA, MT, ID, NV, WY,
UT, CO, AZ, NM, HI)
David Diehl
(Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana,
Northern Wyoming)
408 30th Avenue
Seattle, WA, 98122
206-328-0295
Fax: 206-328-0295
david_diehl@mindspring.com
Jock Hayward
(Selected accounts in Northern California,
Northern Nevada, Southern Wyoming,
Colorado, Hawaii)
16 Nelson Avenue
Mill Valley, CA, 94941-2120
415-383-3883
Fax: 415-383-3883
handhayward@yahoo.com

Foreign Rights:
Transatlantic Literary Agency
Amy Tompkins
amy@transatlanticagency.com
phone: 416-488-9214

For more information on
author visits, bookmarks
and promotional materials,
please contact
orca@orcabook.com

Pam Sheppard
(Arizona, Southern California, New Mexico,
Utah, Southern Nevada)
10635 Walnut Street
Los Alamitos, CA, 90720
714-484-1333
Fax: 714-484-1333
Hand.pams@gmail.com

www.orcabook.com
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Frontlist Order Form

Order online at www.orcabook.com or FAX to 1-877-408-1551
PO#:

Ship to:

Date:
Fax:

Bill to:

Phone:

Quantity Title

Price

Price

90 Days of Different (page 25)

$19.95 hc

Getting the Brush Off (page 47)

$9.95 pb

Atlantic Animal ABC (page 5)

$14.95 bb

Ghosts in the Garden (page 22)

$10.95 pb

Bats in Trouble (page 19)

$6.95 pb

Gold (page 45)

$9.95 pb

Be a Night Detective (page 13)

$14.95 pb

Goth Girl (page 29)

$14.95 pb

A Bear’s Life (page 11)

$19.95 hc

Heavy Freight (page 49)

$9.95 pb

Bedtime 123 (page 4)

$9.95 bb

Hit the Ground Running (page 26)

$14.95 pb

Birding for Kids (page 37)

$14.95 pb

If You Could Wear My… (page 15)

$22.95 hc

Black Gold (page 19)

$6.95 pb

Infiltrate (page 51)

$9.95 pb

Caged (page 49)

$9.95 pb

Jumped In (page 53)

$9.95 pb

Cammie Takes Flight (page 22)

$12.95 pb

The Land Beyond the Wall (page 13)

$22.95 hc

Camped Out (page 44)

$9.95 pb

Lark and the Diamond Caper (page 18) $6.95 pb

Can Your Smartphone… (page 33)

$14.95 pb

The Marrow Thieves (page 29)

$14.95 pb

Chinese New Year (page 41)

$24.95 hc

Medusa’s Scream (page 45)

$9.95 pb

Miriam’s Secret (page 20)

$10.95 pb

Creatures of the Land and Sky (page 6) $12.95 bb
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Quantity Title

Creatures of the Sea (page 6)

$12.95 bb

Munro vs. the Coyote (page 24)

$19.95 hc

Explore the Wild Coast… (page 16)

$22.95 hc

Murder Below Zero (page 55)

$9.95 pb

A Fair Deal (page 39)

$19.95 hc

My Wounded Island (page 8)

$19.95 hc

Fault Lines (page 36)

$24.95 hc

No More No Name (page 52)

$9.95 pb

Firewall (page 48)

$9.95 pb

On the Spectrum (page 30)

$13.95 pb

First Times (page 9)

$19.95 hc

One Piece of String (page 3)

$9.95 bb

From Scratch (page 54)

$9.95 pb

One Red Button (page 2)

$9.95 bb

The Gathering (page 14)

$22.95 hc

Out of Tune (page 28)

$10.95 pb

www.orcabook.com

Frontlist Order Form
Quantity Title

Price

Payback (page 44)

$9.95 pb

Pikiq (page 12)

$16.95 hc

Plank’s Law (page 27)

$14.95 pb

Plunge (page 50)

$9.95 pb

Pop Quiz (page 46)

$9.95 pb

POV (page 47)

$9.95 pb

Run (page 21)

$12.95 pb

Secrets from Myself (page 21)

$12.95 pb

Silas’ Seven Grandparents (page 10)

$10.95 pb

Speaking Our Truth (page 34)

$29.95 hc

Stolen Words (page 12)

$17.95 hc

To Look a Nazi in the Eye (page 37)

$13.95 pb

Up in Arms (page 23)

$12.95 pb

Up North (page 48)

$9.95 pb

The Water Walker (page 15)

$16.95 hc

Whispers of Mermaids and… (page 14) $29.95 hc
White Sand Blues (page 55)

$9.95 pb

Worst Date Ever (page 54)

$9.95 pb

You Hold Me Up (page 7)

$19.95 hc

2018 Polestar Business… (page 57)

$19.95 coil

2018 Polestar Family… (page 56)

$16.95 coil

2018 Polestar Planner (page 57)

$13.95 coil

The Original Student Planner (page 56) $11.95 coil
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“Reconciliation begins with you.”
-Chief Dr. Robert Joseph, Gwawaenuk First Nation

Find u s online!

www.orcabook.com
Toll-free: 1-800-210-5277
Fax: 1-877-408-1551
Email: orca@orcabook.com

the orca blog
orcabook.com/blog

